Abstract-The flexible integrated joint (FIJ) is a key part of the collaborative robots, which has the characteristics of lightweight and highly integration. The force control is pivotal for achieving compliant interactions with environments and humans, such as impendence control and force tracking control. However, the controller design for force control of the flexible joint is a challenging issue with unmodeled uncertainties, nonlinear friction, time-varying load and other disturbances forced by environments in general. In this paper, a control scheme based on model-free adaptive control (MFAC) was developed for the force control of the FIJ. First, the model of the FIJ was transformed into a virtual dynamic linearization data model by a dynamic linearization approach. Second, a MFAC algorithm was designed for force control of the FIJ, including its corresponding pseudo gradient estimating algorithm and pseudo gradient resetting algorithm. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the experiments including zero force tracking and step force tracking were carried out in this research. The experimental results show that the developed control approach can get a high performance as the dynamical parameters of the FIJ are time-varying and uncertain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Extensive use of flexible manipulators in various robotic applications has made it as one of the research interests for many researchers over the last few decades [1] . In recent years, the design of light-weight robots with a high load/weight ratio is the trend in the research of robots, especially in the fields of space, surgical and service robotics. A major problem for the implementation of lightweight robot is the inherent flexibility introduced into the robot joints [2] . The flexibility of the robotic joints is mainly caused by the gear inherent elasticity in harmonic drive transmission and elasticity of the torque sensor's strain gauge. The experimental results showed that the flexibility of the joints should be taken into account in both modeling and controller design process if high performance was expected [3] . sensitive force control, such as compliance and safe interaction control. The force control of the flexible joints is the basis of compliant interactions with environment and humans, which has been widely studied for many years. A unified passivity-based control framework incorporated with an inner torque feedback loop was proposed to solve the problem of position, torque and impedance control of flexible robotic joints in [2] . Mbede and Mvogo Ahanda designed an exponential tracking controller using backstepping approach to realize the flexibility of joints in an electrically driven robot in [4] . A new control technique based on the disturbance observer is proposed to suppress torsional vibration [5] . In order to improve performance of force control, Montgomery et al. analyzed the range of the model uncertainty and proposed a decentralized approach which was realized by leveraging disturbance observers in the robot's joint-level torque controllers [6] . As mentioned above, the controller design of most force control methods is based on the model of plant. Moreover, disturbance observer introduced in the force control can only reject disturbance at a limited level. Before designing the controller, the dynamic model of the joint has been already known or the model structure is known and model parameters can be accurately obtained by online estimation [7] . However, it is well known that the nonlinearity commonly exists in practical systems and unmodeled dynamics are also inevitable. The model of the inner control loop (torque control loop) includes complex mechanical dynamics, nonlinear friction, harmonic drive vibration and other unknown disturbances from environments. It is difficult or even impossible to build an accurate model for the plant. Therefore, the model-based control methods are greatly limited in the practical force control of the flexible joint.
The model-free adaptive control (MFAC) method is a typical data-driven control method that the I/O measurement data of the controlled plant is merely used to design the controller, without explicitly or implicitly using the plant structure or dynamics information of the controlled plant [8] , [9] . This control method is suitable for the linear or nonlinear plant. The modeling process, the unmodeled dynamics, the time-varying parameters and the theoretical assumptions on the dynamics of the plant do not exist since the MFAC method does not require a model of the plant in the controller design process [7] . The MFAC approach can guarantee the bounded-input bounded-output stability and the tracking error convergence. However, when the convergence speed of the tracking error is slow, a reset algorithm is needed to make parameter estimation algorithm have a stronger ability in tracking time-varying parameter [7] . Because the MFAC method is based on a dynamically linearized data model of the controlled system which is estimated by I/O measurement data, it could essentially overcome the issue of unmodeled dynamics and robustness. The MFAC method can be applied to the areas where the model is difficult to build precisely, such as motion control system, networked nonlinear system and chemical control system [10] , [11] .
In this paper, a force controller based on the MFAC control method was designed for the FIJ. The main motivation of this work was to improve the force control performance of JIF by using the MFAC method. The contents of this paper are organized as follows: Section II describes the platform of the research in detail. The nonlinear autoregressive moving average with exogenous input (NARMAX) model of the plant is obtained in section III based on dynamics analysis and transfer function. Then, the dynamical linearization data model is obtained by a dynamic linearization approach and the MFAC controller is designed in Section IV. Section V conducts some experiments with the proposed method, including zero force tracking and step force tracking experiments. After that, the results are listed out and analyzed. The last section makes a brief summary of this paper and our future work.
II. PLATFORM
The test platform fixed on the calibration table is designed as Fig. 1 . The hardware structure of the test system consists of four sub-systems, including the FIJ system, load adjustment system, motor driver system and on-board control system (Embedded PC).
The load adjustment system is used to change the load inertia by adjusting the number of weight plates. The motor driver system mainly includes a motor driver and the circuit board used for power management and sensor data acquisition. The motor driver is G-TWI 10/100 EE series provided by the ELMO Corporation. The control application runs on the Embedded PC which communicates the data with the motor driver system in real time through the EtherCAT bus. As shown in Fig. 2 , The FIJ integrates sensors and mechanical components that include incremental encoder to measure the position of motor, absolute encoder to measure the position of the output flange, torque sensor to measure the torque between the soft wheel and the output flange, permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), harmonic drive, brake, connecting shaft, and output flange. The basic parameters of the FIJ system are listed in TABLE I. The motor utilized in the FIJ is MF0060008 series frameless brushless torque motor. The absolute encoder is MRAD01 series provided by RENISHAW. 
III. DYNAMIC MODEL ANALYSIS
We simplify the FIJ model as a spring-damper system shown in Fig. 3 . Therefore, the model for the entire joint based on [12] is described as:
where m J is the symmetric positive-definite term that represents the motor inertia; N=160 is the reduction ratio between motor side and load side through the harmonic drive; The block diagram of the system control is shown in Fig.  4 which includes the plant, PPD estimator and the MFAC controller. The part which is circled by a green box is the plant corresponding to the dynamic system (1 ( 1) ( ( ), ( 1),..., ( 4), 
IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. MFAC Dynamical Linearization
For system (4), vector 
0 is zero vector whose length is eight.
The following three assumptions are first made [7] . 
where b is a positive constant.
Remark 1: The generalized Lipschitz condition in Assumption 3 imposes an upper bound on the change rate of the system output driven by the change of the control input. From an energy viewpoint, it means that the energy change inside a practical system cannot go to infinity if the energy change of the control input is at a finite level [14] . In practical applications, many practical motion control systems and physical processed satisfy such a property. The proof of Theorem 1 has been given in [16] .
According to the Theorem 1, the dynamic linear model for the system (4) is given as follows:
B. Controller Design Consider the following control input criteria function:
where 0 O ! denotes the weight factor, the first term is introduced to make the output of the system consistent with the desired output, the second term is the regular term which penalizes big input change to reduce the input energy and oscillations.
Combine the equation (7) and (8), then we get the ( ) u k : In order to get the control input ( ) u k by equation (9), we need to know the value of PG, but the model of the system (4) is unknown and the PG is time-varying. We can utilize the I/O data to estimate the value of the PG online.
Consider the following PG estimation criteria function: 
where 0 P ! is weight factor.
For equation (10), we get the estimation value of PG by finding the extreme value. φ is the initial value of ,5,3 ( )
The control scheme consists of equation (11), (12), (9) . The stability of the control algorithm is strictly mathematical proof in [16] .
V. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
A. Experiment Setup
Experiments have been performed in the FIJ platform that is shown in Fig. 1 .
In order to compare the control performance of two kinds of controller, the pendulum device (as shown in Fig. 5 ) is designed, which is composed of a support frame and a rubber weight connected at the end of rope. When the disturbance is applied to the system, the weight drops from the horizontal position (0 degree) to the vertical position (90 degree) to hit the end of load adjustment system. This ensures that the same amount of disturbance is applied to different experiments as much as possible.
In order to compare the tracking performance of the different control methods quantitatively, the root mean square error (RMSE) index is defined by [17] : (13) where N is the total number of sampling points and i e is the error between the actual torque and the reference torque at the i-th sampling moment. 
The output of controller ( ) u k is sent to the motor driver by EtherCAT bus at every control period. The optimal parameters for PID control method are obtained by hypothetical model analysis and a large number of experimental testing, i.e.
40, 1, 0.05
Because the force sensor is noisy, the differential parameter is relatively small.
For MFAC control scheme, the parameters of the formula (11), (12) , (9) are given as follows: 
1) Torque control with zero reference signal
The direct teaching by hand improves robot deployment efficiency and flexibility. For a single joint, in order to accomplish this task, the torque between the motor side and the output flange needs to be controlled to zero as much as possible. The direct teaching experiment for a single joint was conducted, i.e. the desired torque d W is set zero.
We applied three different disturbances to the FIJ system using the device in Fig. 3 for two experiments which was controlled by PID and MFAC method, respectively. The tracking performance, the absolute value of error and the performance comparison of the two kinds of methods are shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Table II, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , when the disturbance is small, the tracking effect is relatively good for PID control method. However, when the disturbance is big, the tracking performance is poor and settling time is longer (in the third disturbance process, max error is 0.8 Nm and setting time is 3s). Because the parameters of PID control method is fixed, it does not adapt well to the situation where the model or disturbance is changing large-scale. MFAC control method estimates the PPD of the system online and calculates the corresponding control rate. It is more adaptable to the changes in model and disturbance (max error is 0.45 Nm and setting time is 1s).
2) Torque control with step reference signal
In order to make sure the validation of the MFAC method, a further torque control experiment with step reference signal whose amplitude is 0.2 Nm is conducted at 15s from the beginning of the control, and the according experimental results are demonstrated in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and TABLE III. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , we can see that the MFAC control method has a smaller overshoot (from 0.3395 Nm to 0.1615 Nm) and fluctuation compared with the PID control method.
From the results of experiment 1) and 2), we can see that MFAC method is more adaptable while the dynamical parameters of the FIJ are time-varying and uncertain.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a control scheme based on MFAC was designed for force control of the FIJ, which estimated the PPD reflecting the system characteristics and improved the performance of the force control of FIJ. The corresponding experiments were conducted on the joint test platform, and experimental results validated the improvements of the proposed control scheme as the dynamical parameters of the FIJ are time-varying and uncertain.
The noise of the torque sensor's output is worse. How to improve the quality of the sensor's output and how to combine the nominal model and MFAC method is the problem we will work on in the near future.
